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Camilla Murgia

This article deals with the figure of Antonio Cesare de Poggi, a Tuscan artist active in London during the 
last decades of the 18th century. Poggi’s British career will be explored in order to understand how the artist 
integrated London’s artistic sphere and how this affected his artistic development. Particular attention will 
be drawn to three main issues of Poggi's British venture: his business as fan-painter, the working relation 
with other Florentine artists, such as Francesco Bartolozzi, active in London during this time, and finally, his 
activity as portrait painter.

Transposed Models: 
the British Career 
of Antonio Cesare de Poggi 
(1744-1836)

«My Lord, I am an artist and publisher of prints from others as well as my own 
works: intending to set off for Holland, I made a collection of prints, to make 
my journey more profitable [...]». With these words, Anthony Poggi introduced 
himself to the London Central Criminal Court. On February 16 1791, Poggi was 
required to testify in the trial of Daniel Hopkins, accused of stealing a number of 
prints, drawings and fans which belonged to the Italian artist1. According to the 
judicial proceedings, the robbery occurred when the artworks were transported 
from Poggi’s residence, in St George’s Row, to Exeter Change, where the shipping 
company of Collins and Clerson was located and responsible for preparing the 
shipment to Rotterdam. Defining himself artist and print publisher of his own and 
other works, well describes the activity of this eclectic figure, about whom very 
little is known. The aim of this article, is therefore, to shed light upon this unexplo-
red artist of Italian origin, particularly focusing on the most significant period of 
his professional life: the London years.

FROM PLYMOUTH TO LONDON: POGGI’S EARLY YEARS IN ENGLAND

The first problem which one encounters when studying a figure such as Poggi 
is the lack of biographical information available. As Zsuzsa Gonda has pointed 
out, confusion has arisen due to the contrasting information regarding the artist’s 
birthplace; Florence, Parma or Corsica2. These different sources have generated 
uncertainty about Poggi’s origins, but they are worth being briefly examined. 
While the reference to Corsica is possibly due to Poggi’s arrival in England with 
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the Corsican patriot Pasquale Paoli, who escaped the island subsequent to its 
French conquest in 1768, the mention of Parma is associated with the sale of Pog-
gi’s collection. In fact, in 1810 Poggi sold part of his collection to the Hungarian 
Prince Nicolas II Estherházy, which is now held by the Szépmüvészeti Múzeum in 
Budapest. 

The two men apparently met in Paris as, during the early 1800s, Poggi having 
moved to Paris due to the bankruptcy of his London business as print seller and 
publisher. Coincidentally, the French capital was also inhabited by Giuseppe de 
Poggi, who was born in Piacenza in 1761 and emigrated to Paris in 1799 after 
completing his studies in Parma3. Scholar, writer and archeologist, de Poggi was 
made «Chevalier» and became ambassador of the State of Parma to Paris. He also 
owned a discrete collection of printed books and manuscripts which were sold 
after his death in Paris in 18434. Such a coincidence could be a reason for the 
confusion: Klára Garas referred in fact to the Parma origins of the «Cavalier Poggi» 
when mentioning Anthony Poggi’s sale to Estherházy5. 

There is, however, no evidence of Anthony Poggi bearing the title of «Cheva-
lier». Known in London with the anglicised version of his Italian name, Antonio 
Cesare de Poggi was almost certainly born in Florence in 17446. Poggi’s network 
strongly suggests the Florentine origins and evidently shows his affiliation to the 
Tuscan artistic school. Not only British contemporaries, such as Thomas Banks, 
claimed he was very likely born in the Tuscan capital, but also, the sale catalo-
gue of Poggi’s collection in 1836 clearly stated his Tuscan origins: «peintre de Flo-
rence»7. Poggi entertained a close relationship with his home town because, in 
Spring 1778, on an extended period of travel in Italy, the artist was appointed 
member of the prestigious Accademia delle Arti del Disegno8. This was a signifi-
cant appointment for the artist who emigrated to London around 1769 because it 
initiated a long collaboration with the Florentine artists active in England during 
this period. 

After his arrival, Poggi was known as a portrait painter and appeared to have 
resided in Plymouth. James Northcote, one of Joshua Reynolds’ (1723-1792) pu-
pils, met Poggi around 1776 when it is noted that he succeeded the employment 
of his fellow colleague, described as a clumsy portraitist, but nevertheless recom-
mended by the same Reynolds9. It is difficult to measure the scale of Northcote’s 
comments on Poggi as very little has survived of these early years in England. We 
know however that during this initial period the artist met his future wife, Hester 
Lewis, and that he most probably worked for the local nobility, as the painting of 
the portrait of Henry Stockman in 1776 demonstrates. Stockman was an emplo-
yee of John Parker, 1st Baron Boringdon, known as Lord Boringdon (1735-1788), 
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a member of Parliament settled in Devonshire and a passionate collector of pain-
tings and a fellow of the Royal Society10. Poggi possibly obtained this commission 
through his connection with Reynolds, who was native of Plympton St Maurice, 
near Saltram, and executed a portrait of Boringdon’s children11. 

Edward Evans’ mention of an engraving of Stockman’s portrait produced by 
Poggi himself and the engraver Peltro William Tomkins as a «private plate» well 
illustrates the further development of Poggi’s career12. In 1776, when Northcote 
took over Poggi’s employment as a portraitist, the latter moved to London with 
his wife and soon integrated the city’s artistic life by exhibiting «two small por-
traits» at the Royal Academy13. 

Shortly after this exhibition, Poggi and his wife undertook a journey to Italy 
visiting in particular Florence and Parma, while keeping in close contact with 
their British friends, such as the miniature and portrait painter Ozias Humphry 
(1742-1810)14. The Poggis spent most of their time in Florence, where they ap-
parently arrived in January 1777, with the intention to travel regularly to Parma 
to let Anthony Poggi work on his studies after Correggio15. Over a year later, in 
August 1778, we find them still in Florence, preparing their trip to Parma where 
they stayed until October of the same year to subsequently return to England. It 
was probably on this occasion that the Poggis became acquainted with Thomas 
Banks: Hester Poggi, in fact, mentioned Banks’s sojourn in Florence and the latter’s 
interest in Anthony’s copies after Correggio16. 

FAN-MAKING AND THE FLORENTINE CIRCLE: POGGI, BARTOLOZZI AND CIPRIANI

The travel to Italy also represented the occasion to buy a few beautiful fans to 
bring back to England and to support the artist’s growing business in the trade of 
these luxury objects. In 1781, a few years after having returned to their London 
home of 4 Orchard Street, near Portman Square, Poggi established himself as a 
remarkable fan-maker and his success grew considerably. According to his wife 
Hester, not only were his productions «exceeding pretty», but also «those fans 
that we bought from Italy will not admit of the least comparison»17. In fact Poggi’s 
fans soon became very admired and much requested. In March 1781, the writer 
Fanny Burney (1752-1840) visited his shop accompanied by Sir Joshua Reynolds, 
whose protection and encouragement certainly played a crucial role in Poggi’s 
career. Burney’s account of the visit is representative of the success of the fans’ 
trade: «I passed the whole day at Sir Joshua Reynolds’s with Miss Palmer, who, in 
the morning, took me to see some most beautiful fans, painted by Poggi, from 
designs of Sir Joshua, Angelica, West, and Cipriani, on leather; they are, indeed 
more delightful than can be imagined [...]»18. 
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Further, Burney’s report crucially reveals Poggi’s double marketing strategy: 
one the one side, the connection with English artists, such as Reynolds and the 
anglo-American Benjamin West (1738-1820), and with Florentine artists, such 
as Francesco Bartolozzi (1727-1815) and Giovanni Battista Cipriani (1727-1785), 
and, on the other, the use of models and designs to produce fans. Poggi in fact 
materially produced the fans, by mounting the leaves, which could be made of 
leather or paper, on wooden or ivory carved guards. Nonetheless, fan-leaves were 
almost always printed or designed after other artists’ works, Poggi being both the 
fan-maker and the leaves’ publisher. For instance, the fan representing the visit 
of King George III and the Royal Family to the 1788 Royal Academy exhibition 
(fig. 1), is the result of the collaboration between three artists: Poggi, the Italian 
engraver Pietro Antonio Martini (1738-1797) and the German painter and carica-
turist Johann Heinrich Ramberg (1763-1840), who was one of Benjamin West’s 
pupils19. The fan-leaf is here made of an engraved, hand-coloured paper mounted 
on carved ivory guards. Poggi mounted the printed design and published it, likely 
adding some hand-coloured golden ornaments, but did not engrave it. The fan-
leaves’ design was based on a print executed by Martini after Ramberg’s painting 
(fig. 2). Moreover, Poggi published Martini’s print in March 1789 and the sheet 
clearly mentioned the three artists’ different roles: Poggi as publisher, Ramberg as 
draughtsman, and Martini as engraver. 

Poggi seemed to have been producing fans by regularly adopting such a com-
bination of roles since the beginning of his business. In 1779 in fact, he published 
a fan-leaf (fig. 3) after an engraving by Francesco Bartolozzi based on the design 
of yet another Florentine painter, Giovanni Battista Cipriani. On this occasion, 
the fan-leaf consisted of three medallions, one of which represented the famous 
Marlborough gem, a carved cameo illustrating the Marriage of Cupid and Psyche. 
The gem was copied several times before and after its entrance in the prestigious 
Marlborough collection in the mid-18th century20. Cipriani and Bartolozzi were 
deeply involved in such a reproduction work as they published a two-volume edi-
tion of prints after this (fig. 4) and other antique cameos known as Marlborough 
gems21. Bartolozzi produced for Poggi a printed fan-leaf (fig. 3) after his and Cipria-
ni’s design of the Marlborough gem (fig. 4). Possibly due to the particularly high 
market demand for fans, Poggi and Bartolozzi went on to publish separately the 
same image, the latter adding some minor technical changes in the background 
of the medallions. There are in fact two editions of the fan-leaf representing the 
antique gem after Cipriani’s drawing. They were both published on August 14 
1779, a first one by Poggi (fig. 3) and a second one by Bartolozzi himself (fig. 5). 
Poggi’s edition consisted of etching and stipple engraving only, while Bartolozzi 
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added some aquatint to these two techniques, most likely to improve the rende-
ring of the medallion’s background and the shadow effect. 

It is difficult to know precisely what marketing strategy determined the choice 
of publishing two simultaneous editions. But, more importantly, the prints show a 
connection between Poggi and his Florentine fellow since the beginning of Pog-
gi’s career. Such a relationship played a crucial role not only for the artist’s pro-
fessional life but also for the dissemination of Italian art more in general. Indeed, 
such a collaboration did not exclusively concern fan-production but also touched 
upon reproductive prints and was particularly developed in the 1780s. Due to his 
relationship with Bartolozzi, Poggi was able to increase his business as a publisher 
of prints after contemporaries and old masters works. 

In such a way, he proposed the diffusion of an artistic model and responded, 
at the same time, to the growing demand for prints which characterised the Lon-
don art market of this period. Following Bartolozzi’s interest in producing prints 
after Italian artists such as Guercino, Poggi contributed to the dissemination of 
Italian art and of Bartolozzi’s manner, as the publication of a set of prints after old 
masters’ drawings from the Royal Collection explicitly illustrates (fig. 6). Indeed, 
the particularity of Bartolozzi’s prints after Guercino relate to the technique of 
stipple engraving which the Florentine master significantly developed and em-
ployed and which became in a certain sense the engraver’s distinctive manner. 
Bartolozzi’s prints after Guercino became extremely requested among collectors. 
When John and Josiah Boydell published them in a two-volume edition in 1803, 
the catalogue’s entry explained Bartolozzi’s success: «N.B. The Prints contained in 
these Two Volumes are the first productions of Mr. Bartolozzi on his coming to this 
Country, and are universally esteemed by connoisseurs to be in the best style of 
this celebrated Artist; they have also the peculiar merit of possessing all the spirit 
and character of the exquisite Works of Guercino, &c. after which they were engra-
ved»22. The connection with Bartolozzi was profitable for Poggi’s publishing bu-
siness because the latter could collaborate with artists belonging to Bartolozzi’s 
close circle, such as Cipriani and the Swiss-born artist Angelika Kauffman (1741-
1807), one of Reynolds’ most intimate friends23.

BRITISH CONNECTIONS: TRUMBULL, REYNOLDS AND THE BUSINESS OF ART DEALER

This professional network, combined with the support that Reynolds gave to 
Poggi since his arrival in England, allowed the Italian artist to develop a set of 
collaborations and contacts with British and anglophone contemporary artists. 
The reproduction of the paintings by the American painter John Trumbull (1756-
1843), is representative of such a working strategy. Trumbull was a pupil of Benja-
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min West, who was together with Reynolds and Bartolozzi fellow and later on 
President of the Royal Academy. Trumbull painted a series of canvasses referring 
directly to episodes from the American Revolution: the Death of General Warren 
at the Battle of Bunker’s Hill and the Death of General Montgomery in the Attack on 
Quebec, executed in 1785 and 1786, respectively24. West appreciated them and, 
in order to help Trumbull, suggested him to contact Poggi for their printed re-
production which should grant him visibility and economic success. Trumbull’s 
autobiography accurately describes the genesis of such a contact: «Mr. West was 
well acquainted with an Italian artist, by the name of Antonio di Poggi, of very 
superior talents as a draughtsman, and who had recently started the business 
of publishing. He suggested that Mr. Poggi might be advantageously taken into 
connection, as the publisher, for which his great precision and elegance of dra-
wing peculiarly qualified him»25. The two paintings were engraved by the German 
printmaker Johann Gotthard Müller (Bunker’s Hill), and by the Danish artist Jo-
hann Frederick Clemens and the Italian Luigi Schiavonetti (Montgomery’s Death) 
in 179826. After the Death of General Montgomery was produced, Trumbull follo-
wed West’s advice of dedicating himself to the depiction of the British’ victories at 
Gibraltar. He therefore started to work on a battle episode representing General 
Eliott offering some help to a Spanish soldier injured in the battle between Spa-
nish army and British garrison troops27. The episode known as The Sortie made 
by the Garrison of Gibraltar gives further evidence of the collaboration between 
Trumbull and Poggi, as the latter published the Sortie jointly with the engraver 
William Sharp (fig. 7). Moreover, Trumbull claimed to have heard of this episode 
from Poggi who had travelled to Gibraltar a couple of years earlier, in 1783, to 
execute some sketches of the same famous battle28. 

The collaboration between Trumbull and the Italian artist also reveals another 
important aspect of Poggi’s British career: his business as an art dealer. A series 
of notes and accounts between the two artists are in fact representative of the 
capital role that art selling played in Poggi’s enterprise. Between October 1796 
and June 1800, Trumbull recorded over £100 expenses for prints such as a Book 
of Italian landscapes, or conditioning material such as glasses, frames or packing 
cases bought from Poggi29. A more detailed account even recorded, between Ja-
nuary 1797 and February 1799, an expenditure of £1274 paid by Trumbull mainly 
to Poggi for different works such as the printing of the Sortie. This sum was also 
employed for buying the «paper for American battles», or to pay some other fel-
low engravers, such as Luigi Schiavonetti, who contributed to the production of 
Clemens’ Death of General Montgomery30. On this occasion again, Poggi, in charge 
of reproducing Trumbull’s print, solicited his professional network and referred to 
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fellow Italian artists such as Schiavonetti, who engraved the figures of the plate 
while Clemens took over the whole commission and ended the work31.

Poggi’s activity assured him a regular income as his early years in London ap-
pear to have been quite prosperous. In fact, when he travelled to Italy in 1777, the 
Florentine artist had to make a few arrangements to keep the business running 
during his absence. A draft letter Poggi wrote to his friend Ozias Humphry reveals 
that the Italian painter had not only sold 20 volumes of prints to a certain «Mr Gre-
ville», but also that he owned a couple of paintings which might have interested 
the collector: a Lodovico Carracci «which may be his for £40», an Andrea del Sarto 
on sale for £200, an Elisabetta Sirani for £100 and a Francesco Albani for £250 and 
for which Humphry was expected to provide a «handsome frame and glass»32. 
Poggi’s mention of Greville possibly refers to George Greville, 2nd Earl of Warwick, 
or to one of his brothers, Charles Francis Greville or Robert Fulke Greville, also art 
collectors. George Greville was the nephew of the famous diplomat and art-lover 
Sir William Hamilton (1731-1803) who, living in Naples, was undoubtedly respon-
sible for a number of Charles Francis’ artworks acquisitions. Humphry was also ex-
pected to take care of a set of prints which he had to look after until Poggi’s return 
to London, avoiding their sale or reproduction, with the only exception of the 
prints that the latter promised to a certain Hamilton (probably Sir William): «Mr: 
Humphry will not attempt selling any of the prints to print dealers, or people in 
trade, as Poggi promised Mr: Hamilton they should not be offerd to any rush [...]»33. 

Poggi’s stock was sold from the 1780s onwards. It was subsequently dispersed 
from the late 1790s, when his business started to decline, and up to 1836 with the 
collection’s sale. A year after his successful exhibition of fans (1781), Poggi deci-
ded to sell the collection of old and modern masters drawings he had assembled. 
The sale did not take place at Poggi’s shop of Orchard street, but at Christie’s Great 
Room on the Pall Mall, in June 1782. The title’s mention of modern drawings signi-
ficantly resumed Poggi’s network: «Among the modern Drawings are many very 
Capital by those eminent Masters, Cipriani, Bartolozzi, Angelica Kauffman, Mr. 
West, Mr. Sandby, Zucci, &c». Another sale of Poggi’s drawings took place always 
at Christie’s two years later and a third in 1791. The late 1790s witnessed Poggi’s 
subsequent bankruptcy. In 1801, part of the collection was sold by Phillips in Lon-
don, this event may have motivated the artist’s move to Paris.

In 1794, Poggi was also responsible for the dissemination and the sale of the 
collection of Joshua Reynolds. The sale catalogue clearly stated that Poggi was in 
charge of the transaction which took place at his address of 91 New Bond Street34. 
On this occasion, Poggi also bought some of the drawings belonging to Reynolds, 
such as the Study of woman which François Boucher gave to Reynolds as a present 
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when the latter visited his workshop in Paris in 1768 (fig. 8)35.
Reynolds significantly helped the Italian artist to settle his business from the 

first years of Poggi’s British career. According to Hester Poggi, who described the 
Reynolds’ commitment and character as «exstreemely sanguine in the success of 
his undertaking», the master, in fact, sketched the advertisement of the 1781 fan 
exhibition36. 

The relationship between the two artists was such, that Poggi published some 
of Reynolds’ works and assimilated the master’s portraits tradition in his own, as 
witnessed by the Portrait of General Eliott. The painting was executed when Pog-
gi was in Gibraltar and is strongly reminiscent of Reynolds’ portraits, such as those 
of General William Keppel Storming the Morro Castle executed in the 1770s or of the 
same General Eliott. Not surprisingly, Poggi’s portrait of General Eliott was engra-
ved by Bartolozzi in 1788 (fig. 9). In the same year, Josiah Boydell was preparing 
the publication of the printed reproduction of Reynolds’ portrait of General Eliott 
(fig. 10). The publisher apparently asked Bartolozzi to engrave Reynolds’ portrait 
but the Florentine master was already working on Poggi’s portrait and, in loyalty 
to his fellow Italian colleague, according to contemporaries «much to his honour, 
instantly and peremptorily refused»37.

I am deeply grateful to Mrs Paula Freestone Mellor for revising my English and for her precious 
comments and suggestions.
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Fig. 1: ANTONIO CESARE POGGI (fan-maker), Pietro Antonio Martini after Johann Heinrich 
Ramberg, Fan, engraved and hand-coloured paper, with carved and pierced ivory sticks 
and guards, ca.1790, 22.5 x 38.4 cm, London, Victoria and Albert Museum.
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London
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Fig. 2: Pietro Antonio Martini after Johann Heinrich Ramberg, Antonio Cesare Poggi 
(publisher), Unmounted fanleaf, with a view of the exhibition of the Royal Academy in 1788, 
engraving, 1789, 272 x 490 mm, London, The British Museum
© Trustees of the British Museum

Fig. 3: Francesco Bartolozzi after Giovanni Battista Cipriani, Antonio Cesare Poggi 
(publisher), Unmounted fanleaf, with a representation of the marriage of Cupid and Psyche 
from the Marlborough gem, etching and stipple, 1779, 395 x 574 mm (sheet), London, The 
British Museum
© Trustees of the British Museum
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Fig. 4: Francesco Bartolozzi after Giovanni Battista Cipriani, Plate 50: The marriage of Cupid 
and Psyche, illustration to the first volume of Marlborough gems (first edition 1790-1), 
etching with engraving and stipple, 274 x 209 mm, London, The British Museum
© Trustees of the British Museum
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Fig. 5: Francesco Bartolozzi after Giovanni Battista Cipriani, Francesco Bartolozzi 
(publisher), Unmounted fanleaf, with a representation of the marriage of Cupid and Psyche 
from the Marlborough gem, etching, aquatint and stipple, 1779, 154 x 540 mm, London, 
The British Museum
© Trustees of the British Museum
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Fig. 6: Francesco Bartolozzi after Guercino, Antonio Cesare Poggi (publisher), Virgin 
teaching Jesus to read, stipple with etching, printed in brown ink, 1785, 303 x 233 mm, 
London, The British Museum
© Trustees of the British Museum
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Fig. 7: William Sharp after John Trumbull, Antonio Cesare Poggi and William Sharp 
(publishers), The Sortie made by the Garrison of Gibraltar in the Morning of the 27th of 
November 1781, etching and engraving, 1799, 603 x 808 mm, London, The British Museum
© Trustees of the British Museum 
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Fig. 8: François Boucher, A seated woman with a basket, black and white chalk on blue 
paper, c.1765, 306 x 218 mm, London, The British Museum
© Trustees of the British Museum
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Fig. 9: Francesco Bartolozzi after Antonio Cesare Poggi, Portrait of George Augustus Eliott, 
Lord Heathfield, stipple and etching, 1788, 531 x 406 mm, London, The British Museum
© Trustees of the British Museum
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Fig. 10: Richard Earlom after Joshua Reynolds, John Boydell (publisher), Portrait of George 
Augustus Eliott, Lord Heathfield, stipple with some etching, 1788, 505 x 381 mm, London, 
The British Museum
© Trustees of the British Museum


